
 

 

 

Public Announcement 

ENCDC-NA Preparing to Hold a Regional Congress in Denver Colorado 

 

The Eritrean National Council for Democratic Change (ENCDC) Regional branch of 

North America, had in the past 4 week reactivated all its constituent members in 

the United States and Canada to convene a Regional 2nd Congress in the great city 

of Denver Colorado in December 1-2, 2018 to elect its representatives to attend 

the Grand 2nd National Congress to be held in Mid to end of December 2018. 

Constituent members in each city will receive all revised Documents of the Charter, 

Bylaws, and the Road Map from the Joint Executive and Preparatory Committee 

Office. The Assembly will review and confirm, and or send alternative ideas and 

propositions to the Grand National congress to be held in a location closer to home. 

Members are enthusiastically proud to revitalize their human and political capital 

at the time of confusion due to the new strategic regional-political, and security 

declarations with unexpected chaotic developments that has the potential to 

destabilize the horn with exodus of refugees from Eritrea. ENCDC along with its 

strategic partners had lost earlier opportunities of bringing peace and stability in 

the region without the current influence of external forces from the shadows 

beyond our maritime boarders. ENCDC has instituted new and smart adjustments 

to confront the enemy from suitable political and diplomatic positions. The peace 

declaration between Ethiopia and Eritrea had opened the people of both nations 

an opportunity to see and learn about what existed beyond the borders, and will 



not refrain from embracing what was right, and abandoning what was wrong in the 

past 20 years.   

We are confident that the ENCDC regional conventions will inspire the diaspora of 

Eritrean populace-the constituents, and other non ENCDC political organizations to 

join hands and create a broader front of political opposition against the 

authoritarian system that is heading towards establishing a constitutional 

Monarchy of his dream without the consent of the Eritrean people. If the 

governments in the region can “forgive and forget” a bloody war and hatred to do 

business and lift sanctions within 3 months, isn’t it time for the opposition to 

abandon all their differences and rejoice their commonalities in 3 weeks to deliver 

a Christmas gift, and a new year of 2019 that can genuinely be celebrated by all the 

people of Eritrea, and its global friends! 

 

Victory to the Eritrean People!! 

Glory to our Martyrs! 
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